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Objectives 

• Further our understanding of some of the 
details of x-ray crystallography of membrane 
proteins 

 

• Facilitate quick assessment of crystallography 
data quality 

 

• Speak to the structure of Rhodopsin and β2AR 
as informed by crystallographic methods 



Outline 

• Revisit from Tuesday: AFM & Electron Density 
Representations in crystallography 

 

• The seminal identification of Rhodopsin’s 
structure 

 

• The creative endeavor after the structure of 
β2AR  



Fundamentals of Atomic Force 
Microscopy 



Two modalities: Imaging and Force 
Spectroscopy 



Discussion 

 

• When are circumstances you might want to 
use AFM in place of electron beam imaging or 
x-ray diffraction? 

 

• What are the limits of AFM? Can it be used to 
inform structural biology on a residue by 
residue basis? 



Be careful: there are three types of 
electron density maps 

• F_obs, ϕ_calc 

– Contours plotted to σ 

 

• (2F_obs – F_calc), ϕ_calc 

– Contours Plotted to σ 

 

• (F_obs – F_calc), ϕ_calc 

– Contours Plotted to 3σ 

 

 



Discussion 

 

 

• Why might you consider plotting the 
difference of your observed and calculated 
reflections? 



GPCRs permit cells high fidelity 
communication across the membrane 





Mixed micelles enable crystallization of 
uniform crystals of bovine Rhodopsin 

Cross Polarization  
Microscopy 



Experimental phasing information was 
gathered using Multi-wavelength 

Anomalous Diffraction 

 

Se 



The first high resolution structure of a 
GPCR: Bovine Rhodopsin 



The active element: the role of the 11-
cis-Retinal 



Discussion 

 

• Does experimental phasing deserve more 
weight than molecular replacement? 

 

• How would experimental error of light 
exposure alter show up in the data? 





More practice surveying modern data 
standards 



The β2AR-T4L Structure by Lipidic 
Cubic phase crystallography 

 



The remarkable plasticity of GPCRs 
enables their diverse roles in 

communication 



Discussion Questions 

• Why does the lysozyme help crystallization? 

 

• Why is carazolol important for β2AR-T4L 

structure? 

 

• What implications does GPCR diversity have 
for drug design? 

 



Thank you for your time 

I hope you feel this class has been worthwhile. 


